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TNTRODUCTTON

on December 29, 1989 the Federal Communications Commission (fCC)
initiated a formal proceeding to represcribe the authorized rate of
return for the interstate services of the Local Exehange Carriers
(LEcs) . Ll
In the testinony filed by the seven Be1l Regional
Holding Companies (RIICs) , amon!, others, two dominant themes
emerged.2l F'irst, the RIICs had become less risky than the LEC's
since divestiture due to the portfolio effect of diverEification
int,o non-regulated lines of business. This caused the investor
required rate of return on common equity to be higher for the LECs
than for the RIICs. Second, the LECs needed significant amounts of
new investnent to protect their corupetitiveness. This increased the
risks of investment in RHCs and LECs to potential S.nvestors, thus
requiring a higher RoE to induce such investments.
The submissions fited in response to the RHCs argued that these
themes were undocumented assertions lacking in both analytical
support and evidence.3l The FCC ultimately issued a rate of
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return order rejecting nost of the RIIC's positions. Nevertheless,
the issues themselves remained unresolved, and became subject to
further debate.
This study examines the RHC's claim that the diversification
efforts oi the RHCs made thern less risky than their respective
LECs. To the contrary, thJ.s study found that the diversification
efforts of the RIICs were thinly capitalized, a characteristic
closely associated with high risk. Moreover, it was the financial
cross-subsidization from the LECs to the RHCs that allowed the RHCs
to give the appearance that they were 1ess, not more, risky than
their respective LECs.
The non-regulated activities of the RIICs were highly unprofitable.
The net income or earnings of the LECs was being used to support
the highly unsuccessful diversification activities of the RHCs. In
every instance the RHCs collected more in dollar amount from the
LECs than they paid out in dividend payments to RHC shareholders.
FinaIIy, Net LEC investment expenditures have been flat in noninal
dollars since divestiture. These findings support the claim that
the RHCs have been nade more risky, not 1ess, bY post-divestiture
diversi"fication activities.
This study is divided into six sections, Section I is introductory;
Section II analyzes the capitalization of the non-regulated
diversification activities of the RHCs; Sect,ion III analyzes the
profitability of the RHCs non-regulated or diversified activities;
Section IV analyzes the dividend payout ratios of the LECs and the
RlICs, Section V examines the relative investment expenditures and
depreciation expenses of the LECs; And, Section VI presents the
conclusions of the study.
The data used to conduct the analysis were taken from the 10-K
Reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) by
the RIICs and the LECs for the years 1985 through 1991.

II. THE EFFECTS OF DIVERSIFICATION ON CAPITALIZATION
fn this Section the capital structures of the RHCs are considered
both with and without their respective LECs. This provides a proxy
measure of the diversification efforts of the RHCs. Further, it,
demonstrates that the RHCs have relied upon the capitalizations of
the LECs to support the credi.tworthiness of their non-LEC
activities, e.9., financial cross-subsidization of the RHCs nonregulated activities by the capital structures of the LECs.
The common equity ratio is the percent of the shareholders claims
to the total cLains against the company, that is, the claims of
both shareholders and debtors. A higher conmon eguity ratio is
matched by a lower debt ratio in the capitalization structure, and
vice versa. Debt carries 1ega1 or contractual obligations not
generally born by debt. A11 other factors equal, the higher the
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percent of debt in the capital structure, the greater the financial
iisx or the company, and vice vera.
The common equi.ty ratios f or the RIICs, including annual means, lrere
computed for the years 1985 through 1991. The common equity ratios
for the RHCs demonstrated a stable pattern, peaking at near 60
percent in 198G, and declining to 52 percent in 1991. This masks a
different pattern of capitalization for the separate parts of the

capital structure.

for the individual LECs are removed from their
respective ttolding Company debt and equity. This re,sidual is the
capital associated with the non-regulated or dj.versified activities
of the RlICs. In nominal terms, the non-LEC common equity of the
RgCs plateaued in about 1987 and has remained flat, amounting to
about 97 billion at the end of 1991. This was matched by a debt
level of about $fg billion at the end of 1991. The mean common
equity ratio for the RIICs diversified or non-regulated activities
declined from a high of over 82 percent in L987 to a low of about
26 percent in 1991.
The non-regulated conmon equity ratios showed even greater
variation for individual RttCs. For the years 1990 and 1991, three
out of seven of the RIICs had non-LEC common equity ratios in the
single digits. BeIl Atlantic's non-LEC common equity, in
particular, bottomed out below 5 percent in 199O from a peak level
lbove 65 percent in 1985. This is in contrast to BeIl Atlantic's
RHC common equity which declined from 59 percent in 1985 to 44
percent in 1991.
A conmon equity rat,io in the 44 percent ranger ds in the Bell
Atlantic case, might be consider normal by industry standards for
any of the three prinary regulated industries, e.gl., electricity,
telecommunications, and/or natural gas distribution. However, a
decrease from above 65 percent to 44 percent signals a shift in the
relative risk associated with the corresponding debt leverage. And,
under normal circumstances, a company with a 5 percent common
equity ratio and 95 percent debt, e.9. BeII Atlantic's non-Lec
activities, would probably not be considered a 'rgoing-concern.I It
might reasonably be expected to be into varying stages of financial
reorganization and/or bankruptcy. Such declining conmon equity
ratios do not support the financial profile of low-risk
diversification activities which would be required to reduce the
overall risk of the RHCs.
The financial markets are generally unwilling to lend monies when
thin capitalization exists. This means that the RHCs, in effect,
Ieveraged against the LEC common equity component in order to
support or justify the leveraging of the non-LEC activit,ies. Such
financj.al cross-subsidization of the non-LEC activities by the LECs
has the further effect of reducing the creditworthiness of the
LECs, although to a lesser degree. This, in turn, increases the
financing costs for the LECs.

The debt and equity
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Several factors have either been associated with the changing
capitalizationsr or are expected to have more effects on Ehe
capitatizations. First, what has been called Restructuring has
resulted in significant balance sheet equity reductions. This
generally invorves either the downsi.zing of the r,Ec or the
losses/write off of non-regulated activities. In 1991 the RIIC Io-K
reports identified about $2 billion restructuring costs. part, but
not all of these costs etere assigned to the LECs. The allocation of
restructuring costs needs to be closely monitored by state
regrulators to be assured that restructuring costs associated with
unprofitable non-LEC aetivities are not paid by regrulated rate

payers.

second, every RlIc has estabrished a Leveraged hployee stock
31, 1989, the LnSOps accounted
for about flfty percent of the increase in the non-LEC long termdebt. The LEsoP's debt is serviced by Company contributions and the
dividends paid to the trusts for the shares of Company common stock
held by the trusts. The Company gruarantee of the LESOp Trust debt
requires that the company reflect this on their balance sheets.,
Bell Atlantic records the debt guarantee as an increase in longterm d,ebt and an increase in deferred compensation (a decrease in
conmon equity). There are at least two areas of inpact for state
regurators. First, since the LESoPs cover the legulated LEe
employees, the increased debt and decreased common equity
adjustruents at the RHC level should be passed back to the LgcJ for
adjustnents to the LEC capital structures. Second, the tax savings
due to the LESOPS are LEC employee based and should be passed back
to the ratepayers by the state regulators.
Ownership Plan (LESOP). By December

Third, Et least one RIIC, Belr Atlantic, has already adopted FASB
statement No. 105, which is mandatory by ,lanuary, tgga. This
requires the accrual of all postretirernent benefits other than
pensions. The cost is expected to be in the $z birlion to $t
billion range for most of the RHCs. These postretirement plans
entail a variety of economic, fi.nancial and demographic varialles,
which night be expected to change over the tenure oi the p1an. The
State Regulators need to pay particular attention to these- plans to
be sure that excessive cost recovery does not occur.
Fourth, FASB Statement No. 109 changes the accounting for deferred
tax items. While there is uncertainty regarding the iipacts of this
Ru1e, enforcement and subsequent policy related detisions will
eventually determj.ne the magnitude of the effects.
Fifth, FASB Statement No. Lo7 requires companies to disclose the
fair value of all financial instruments. Such requi.rements to
revalue equity j.nterest wil_] impact upon how the ftfrcs
the
LECs equity on their books. The conmon equity varue of the".riy
as
LEci,
recorded on their books, has been virtuarry uncnanjeE--"in."
divestiture. Any revaluation, for whatever reason, ehlntes the
capitalization_relationships and impacts on rates or ietuin tnlo"qn
changed capital structures.
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III.

THE PROFITABILITY OF DIVERSIFICATTON

Contrary to industry claims, the non-regulated activities of the
RHCs have produced mixed results. The net income of the LECs was
subtracted from the RHCs to determine the non-LEC net income of the
RHCs. This residual net income as a percent of the non-LEC common
equity was also used to compute the non-LEC return on equity (ROE).
The non-LEC RHc RoE for the period 1985 through 1991 lras widely
divergent for the industry as well as the individual companies. The
mean RoE across the seven RIICs was negative in four out of seven
years, including both 1990 and 1991. The mean RHC non-LEC ROE nas
-9.42 and -13.5? for the years 1990 and 1991, respectively. only
BeIl South and Southwestern Bell showed positive returns in every
year. However, these numbers showed wide fluctuations and were
based on thin capitalizations.

IV.

DIVIDEND PAYOUT RATIOS

The RIICs maintained a stable dividend payout ratio at the expense
of the LECs. The RHCs demonstrated a stable but increasing pattern
of dividend payments over the post-divestiture period. This ratio

of dividends paid out to the shareholdersr ds a percent of net
income, stabilized around 60 percent from 1985 to 1988, and
increased to 75 percent in 1990. The 1991 statistic exceeded the
100 percent level because of some payouts in the face of writeoffs.
The RIIC dividend payout ratio serves more as a facade for the
pattern of dividends collected by the RHCs from their respective
LECS

The dividend payout ratio was computed for each LEC for each year
from 1985 through 1990. the mean ratio for the LECs averaged 89
percent over the post-divestiture period, peaking at 98 percent in
1989. ft was not unusuaL for RHCs to remove more in a dividend
payment from a LEC than the respective LEC earned in a particular
year. This, in effect, constituted a downsizing of the LEC, a
practice totally inconsistent with the alleged need for significant
net investment to keep the LEC's competitive. For example, in both
L987 and 1988 BeIl Atlantic removed in excess of 100 percent of
C&P's net income in the form of dividend payments, L2'l percent and
134 percent, respectively. BeIl Atlantic removed 97 percent of
C&P's net income in 1991, in spite of a loss passed back to C&P
from Be1I At,lantic of about $33 million. NYNEX removed 140 percent
of N.Y. Telephones' net income in 1989. PACTEL removed J.04 percent
of Pacif ic Bells net incorne in 1999.

The dollar amount of dividend paynents made by BeII Atlantic to
BeIl Atlantic shareholders was deducted from the total dividend
collections of the RHCs from their respective LECs for each year
1985 through 1991. Without a single exception, the RHCs collected
more in dividend payments from the LECs than they paid out in
dividends to their shareholders. Such a cash drain from the LECs
by the RHCs decreases the ability of the LECs to make investments.
Instead, the excess collections from the LECs are going to fund the
20s

non-LEC activiti.es and cover their respect,ive losses. This suggests
that the RHCs have become more risky, not ress risky, because of
post-divestiture diversification and non-regulated activities.
V. DEPRECIATION AND T}N/ESTMENT SPENDING
This Section compares the annual capital investment, expenditures of
the LECs with their annual depreciation expenses. The capital
investment expenditures have been adjusted for gains and/or losses
associated with salvage, removal and disposition for the respective
year in which they were made. The depreciation expenses are at book
value or norninal amounts. No adjustment has been made for the time
value of money related to the underlying costs of the plant and/or
eguipnent being expensed as depreciation. Agaj.n, the data r4ras
analyzed for each RHC by individual LEC.
The annual depreciation expenses as a percent of total annual
investment expenditures were computed. fhey tend to hover about 80
percent. Hohrever, in some years, the ratio was above 1oo percent
for some participants.
While this 80 percent depreciation to investment (Dlt) ratio may
appear to present a strong positive growth scenario, it does not,
in fact, do so. The depreciation expenses are based on historicai
book value, while net capital expenditures are in real or current
terms. Because of this discrepancy of real and historical dolIars,
percent might be considered a posture of netlnything aboveor80downsizing
disinvestment
of the company.
Be1l Atlantic's 8O percent D/I ratio sugqJests that BeII Atlantic is
basi,cally in a maintenance posture wiur respect to the LECs.
Howeverr or1 an individual LEc basis, the situation is different.
For two of 8e.11 Atlantic,s LECs, namely, c&p of D.c. and c&p of w.
va., significant amounts of downsizing, or net disinvestment
actually occurred in the years 1982 and 1989. This is typified by
D/T ratios reaching as high as L2O.L7 percent.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Three conclusions can be drawn frorn the above

analyses. First,
diversification has resulted in significantly increasing ine
rislciness of the regj.onal holding companies to €neir shareholders
and prospect,ive investors. This increased risk is associated with
what appears to be speculative and relatively unprofitabie nonlocal exchange carrier j,nvestments. Second, the rLgional holding
companies have actively downsj.zed or disinvested i; their local
exchange carriers to support their speculative and relatively
unprofitable non- local exchange carriei investments. Fina11y,
the regional holding companies have been less than operi and
forthright in their failure to pass the financial irnpacts of the
LESOP's back to their respective local exchange carrj-ers. For this
reason, state regulators need to pay particular at,tention to the
cost recovery associated with FASB Statement No.s 106, Lo7 and 109
as wel] as the volume of restructuring charges being written off.
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